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Competitive swimming. From the outside looking in, you can’t understand it; from the inside looking out, you can’t explain it. For most people, competitive swimming is a novelty sport, usually watched only during the summer Olympics. However, for competitive swimmers, the year-round sport is best characterized as a “love-hate” relationship.

The “love-hate” relationship for the competitive swimmer is grounded in commitment. Swimming is an individual sport with a team aspect. While the dedicated swimmer is a part of a team, the essence of the required commitment relates to one’s desire to continually improve. Every swimmer has strengths and weaknesses. However, what separates a recreational enthusiast from an elite competitive swimmer is not just the level one’s talent, but also the ability to make sacrifices in the pursuit of speed.

What is the best way for a swimmer to improve? Practice. Just like any other sport, conditioning and training are crucial for the elite swimmer. Whether it be in the pool or weight room, it is not unusual for elite swimmers to spend four or five hours per day training. Swimming is a unique sport because our bodies are foreign to water. Thus, in addition to strength and endurance, technical efficiency is critical for the competitive swimmer. Although many swimmers are able adapt and change their technique, fixing one’s stroke is not as easy as it sounds. Swimmers can spend hundreds of hours training only to not improve at the end of the season. Some swimmers can go years without achieving a personal best. Consequently, the need for speed is a perpetual passion that never ends.

That being said, elite swimmers are always looking to find a competitive advantage. Among other rituals, shaving and wearing caps have become common place. In 2009 however, the competitive
advantage was not coming from superior training or pre-competition rituals. Rather, it came from the evolutionary development of the high-technology swimsuit.

The 2009 World Swimming Championships in Rome marked a pivotal competition for the swimming community. Referenced as the “Plastic Games,” 43 world records were set, as compared to 24 in 2007 and 19 in 2003. Michael Phelps, regarded by most as the greatest swimmer of all time, was the focal point of the swimsuit controversy. Germany’s Paul Biedermann, wearing a pure polyurethane suit, defeated Phelps, something nobody had done on the international level in 4 years. Incredibly, Biedermann not only defeated Phelps, but took down Phelps’ world record by almost a second, clocking in at 1:42.00. Phelps’ coach, Bob Bowman was quoted after the race saying, “It took me five years to get Michael from a 1:46 to a 1:42.96, and this guy (Biedermann) has done it in 11 months.”

Thus, the development of the high-technology swimsuits changed the sport of swimming forever. Although the suits were banned immediately after the 2009 World Championships in Rome, the Fédération Internationale de Natation (FINA) decided that the world records set by those wearing the advanced suits would maintain their standing. While some of these world records have since been broken, many people still believe a substantial portion of the records will not be beaten for a long time.

This paper analyzes the implementation of technology into the sport of swimming, and more specifically, high-technology swimsuits worn by competitive swimmers. Section 1 gives a broad overview of the development of competitive swimming, detailing the progression of the freestyle swimming technique and the evolution of the swimsuit. Section 2 discusses how the suits affected the
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swimmers, the positions taken within the swimming community, and what actions FINA took to regulate the equipment. Section 3 provides a discussion on what options are available to sports equipment manufacturers who bring lawsuits as a result of equipment restrictions carried out by sports governing bodies. Primarily, section 3, using case law, analyzes the Ted Stevens Sports Act, the Sherman Antitrust Act and how those two provisions have provided obstacles for sports manufacturers. Section 4 complements section 3 by detailing the lawsuit brought by TYR against Speedo and U.S.A. Swimming. After discussing the lawsuit by TYR, section 4 concludes with the notion that although TYR lost their legal battle, they would eventually get what they wanted anyway: a free competitive market within U.S.A. Swimming. Section 5 concludes the paper.

1. History of Competitive Swimming

   A. The Evolution of Freestyle

   Competitive swimming can trace its origins back to 1844, when swimming was rapidly becoming established as a popular sport in England.\(^4\) Three of the four strokes known today (butterfly, backstroke, and freestyle) were unheard of. Instead, British athletes generally relied upon a sedated form of what we today would recognize as breaststroke. However, the British breaststroke technique was done in such a manner where speed was sacrificed for composure.

   On April 2\(^{nd}\), 1844, two Native American Indians, “Flying Gull” and “Tobacco”, traveled to London and participated in a race with an Englishman by the name of Harold Kenworthy.\(^5\) While Kenworthy used the standard British “composed” breaststroke, the two Native Americans shocked the spectators of the race with a new technique. A report from a nameless correspondent, who observed


the Native American’s stroke, stated “Their style of swimming is totally un-European. They lash the water violently with their arms like the sails of a windmill and beat downward with their feet, blowing with force and performing grotesque antics.” Although the stroke was unconventional for its time, the Native Americans were considerably faster than the Englishman. Oddly enough, despite this demonstration of speed, more than 50 years would pass before the stroke would be popularized as the “front crawl”.

In the years to follow, the sidestroke became more popular than breaststroke in competitive swim races. The sidestroke combined the speed of the “grotesque” Native American technique with the gentlemanly composure of the British breaststroke. A major breakthrough came sometime between 1870 and 1890 (the specific year is debated, although most believe it occurred in 1873), when John Trudgen introduced a new swimming technique. Trudgen used a variant of the sidestroke. The arms were brought forward over the water, one at a time, while using an adaptation of the familiar breaststroke kick. This new stroke was much more powerful, but was equally exhausting, forcing swimmers to only use it for short distances.

It wasn’t until the dawn of the 20th century that modern freestyle developed into the fastest stroke used by competitive swimmers today. The inefficiency of the “Trudgen” kick led Australian Richard Cavill to try a new method. Cavill mimicked the concept of the alternated arm recovery out of the water one at a time, further rolling his body from side to side as he reached forward. In addition, he incorporated an up-and-down kick to coincide with the alternating arm stroke. Using this technique, he set a new world record in 1902, swimming 100 yards in 58.4 seconds. After the race, when asked how
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to describe his technique, he stated it was like “crawling” through the water, and thus, the term “front crawl” was born.  

Unlike walking and other motions, swimming is an activity that is unnatural to the human body. Our normal upright posture is a far cry from the standard horizontal swimming position. Although freestyle is the fastest stroke in swimming, one’s technical efficiency and physical stature can only provide limited improvement, leading to a plateau of performance. As a result, people throughout history have experimented with a variety of research and training techniques to help enhance the speed and power of the freestyle stroke. From the sport of gentlemen to the highly technical, “photo finish” competition we know today, the sport of swimming has seen substantial changes to equipment as technology has continued to evolve.

B. The Equipment: From Birthday Suits to “Technical Doping”

Recorded swim suit history begins around 1400 BC in ancient Greece and Rome. In those times, bathing nude was the norm. Over the course of several hundred years however, different swimsuit styles were worn. The earliest contemporary swimsuits were very modest. They were usually made from heavy wool, revealed little to no skin, and weighed up to 9 pounds.

In 1913, sweater manufacturer Jantzen Knitting Mills became the first manufacturer of swim suits when the company went from making wool sweaters and hosiery to making swim suits. The story goes that a member of the Portland Rowing Club requested a pair of rowing trunks to keep him warm during chilly mornings on the Willamette River. After the member tried them, he liked them so much
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that he came back with other members of the crew who also wanted to purchase the trunks. These trunks subsequently became the prototype for the rib-stitch swimsuits that were first produced in 1915.\footnote{14}

As the sport of swimming began to gain popularity in the 1920s, competitive swimmers found it more and more difficult to find lightweight, secure-fitting swimsuits. In 1928, the company known today as Speedo, earned its place among top swimmers around the world when it introduced the Racerback suit.\footnote{15} This was the first time a swimsuit had been manufactured specifically for competition. The controversial yet revolutionary Racerback style’s open shoulder and exposed back allowed greater range of motion in the water and weighed considerably less than its wool predecessors. The Racerback was quickly adopted by competitive swimmers around the world, despite being banned from beaches for being too revealing.\footnote{16}

In the quest for speed, swimsuit manufacturers continued to research the field hydrodynamics. After World War II, companies began to experiment with nylon, lycra, and ‘paper’ (lycra/nylon) fabrics, removing preconceived requirements of modesty and instead, focused on efficiency and reducing drag through the water.\footnote{17} Long before the swimsuits that are focus of this paper were created, Dr. Conrad Dottinger of West Germany designed the first modern skintight swimsuits for competition. Nicknamed the “Belgrad”, the East German women dominated the 1969 first FINA World Championships in Belgrade Yugoslavia, winning 10 of 14 events and setting 7 world records wearing this swimsuit.\footnote{18} A
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pioneer for its time, the “Belgrad” skinsuit was made of a very fine cotton that, when wet, was virtually transparent and extremely revealing.\(^{19}\) The suit stretched over the body like a second skin, offering an adhesive fit which reduced drag. The East German women wore a modified, high-neck version of the “Belgrad” during the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich, but their performance in the 1972 games was not as convincing as it was in 1969.\(^{20}\) The “Belgrad” skintight design opened the eyes of swimsuit manufacturers to recognize the importance of reducing drag through formfitting suits. Subsequently, over the years, swimsuit manufacturers tried different materials and designs which led to the first major modern technology incorporated into swimsuits during the 1990’s.

In 1996, Speedo introduced a new competitive suit called the Aqua-Blade.\(^{21}\) The material of the suit contained rough and smooth stripes, designed to create tiny channels of fast and slow moving water.\(^{22}\) The material of the suit allowed air to become trapped for short periods of time, making the swimmer more buoyant in the water. At the time, it was revolutionary technology, using a water-repellant material to reduce drag. However, in 1999, Speedo improved on the Aqua-Blade technology by looking to a creature which, like humans, was not naturally hydrodynamic.

Named The Fastskin\textsuperscript{TM}, it was the most technically advanced competitive swimsuit ever made. Using sharkskin as a model for the fabric, Speedo attempted to replicate the creature’s highly developed skin known to minimize drag and maximize swimming efficiency.\(^{23}\) The shark’s skin is comprised of dermal denticles, which look like tiny hydrofoils with V-shaped ridges.\(^{24}\) As a shark moves through the water, the dermal denticles create a low-pressure zone, called a leading-edge vortex, which allows
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water to pass over the shark more efficiently. Although the idea of copying sharkskin was creative, recent studies have found that the surface material of the Fastskin™ didn’t work. Instead, the positive effects seen by swimmers who wore the Fastskin™ were attributed to the tight, streamline fit of the suit. The suits were so tight that they actually changed a swimmer’s circulation, which increased the venous return to the body and made it easier to maintain optimum body position. At the Sydney Olympics in 2000, 28 of 33 Olympic Gold Medals were won in the Speedo Fastskin™, making it the most successful suit in Olympic Games history. After the introduction of the Fastskin™, the competitive swimming world would never be the same.

It was not Speedo, but rather Adidas who made the first full-body competitive swimsuit. Initially introduced in 1998, the suit was not popular among competitive swimmers due to a concern for a loss of “feel for the water.” Adidas finally showcased the Jetconcept in 2003. Instead of focusing on friction drag (caused by the surface of a swimmer), they instead looked into the effect of form drag (caused by the shape of a swimmer). Adidas adapted technology used by commercial aircrafts, incorporating ribbed panels into the fabric, which mimicked grooves found on an airplane’s fuselage and wings. The result was groundbreaking, as the fabric helped channel water more fluidly over the back, reducing active drag and turbulence while increasing swimming performance.

Another competitive swimsuit manufacturer, TYR Sport Inc., built upon the Adidas Jetconcept. In 2004, it was the first company to de-compose the components of overall total drag in racing suits with the introduction of the Tracer A7. The design utilized zoned compression combined with a modified
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synthetic rubber (BioMark III neoprene).\textsuperscript{31} By securely locking a swimmer’s muscles, the Tracer A7 provided precise compression where muscle fatigue was known to occur. At 60\% the weight of regular neoprene, the hydrophobic woven fabric maximized muscle oxygenation without compromising flexibility.\textsuperscript{32}

The era of “technical doping” neared its peak with the launch of Speedo’s LZR Racer in 2008.\textsuperscript{33} Following three years of research and utilizing technology developed by NASA, Speedo created the most advanced swimsuit competitive swimmers had ever seen.\textsuperscript{34} Like its competitor’s previous products, the LZR’s tight fit allowed for better oxygen flow to the muscles and held the body in a more hydrodynamic position with a seamless woven elastane-nylon and polyurethane fabric (LZR Pulse\textsuperscript{TM}).\textsuperscript{35} In utilizing low drag “LZR” panels, swimmers who wore the LZR improved their body shape and were subsequently more buoyant in the water.\textsuperscript{36} The results were astonishing. At the 2008 Beijing Olympics, twenty-three world records were broken by the swimmers who wore LZR Racer suits, compared with only two that were broken by the swimmers who didn’t.\textsuperscript{37} 89\% of all the medals in swimming (including 94\% of the gold medals) were won by swimmers who wore the Speedo LZR.\textsuperscript{38}

The LZR Racer inspired other companies, such as Italian swimsuit manufacturers Arena and Jaked, to develop suits similar to the LZR. Instead of using a hybrid fiber, Arena and Jaked made their suits entirely out of pure polyurethane, a more buoyant material than the LZR Pulse\textsuperscript{TM}.\textsuperscript{39} The benefits
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from changing the material from a hybrid to pure polyurethane were staggering. At the 2009 World Aquatics Championships in Rome, 84% of swimmers used suits made from Arena or Jaked.\textsuperscript{40} 43 new world records were set only a year after the Beijing Olympics.\textsuperscript{41} The usage of enhancing suits was spiraling out of control, and it was after these championships that the FINA Congress voted to ban all body-length swimsuits made with high-technology fabrics.\textsuperscript{42}

2. The Suit Debate

A. Did the Swimsuits Really Make That Much of a Difference?

In less than one year after the introduction of Speedo’s LZR, more than 130 world records had been broken.\textsuperscript{43} Clearly the introduction of high-technology suits was changing the sport, but how much help did the suits give the swimmers?

Hydrodynamic resistance, also known as drag, is a major performance issue in competitive swimming. There are three factors which comprise a swimmer’s drag: skin friction, pressure, and wave.\textsuperscript{44} Frictional drag is the result of the interaction between the swimmer’s body and the water molecules, which slows down the swimmer.\textsuperscript{45} However, friction drag also helps propel swimmers through the water, due to Newton’s 3\textsuperscript{rd} law of motion.\textsuperscript{46} As a swimmer moves faster through the water, pressure drag becomes a factor due to the front region of the body, specifically the head, moves against the water. The pressure against the head of the swimmer results in a tension difference between the
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two ends of the swimmer’s body, resulting in turbulence. Finally, wave drag supplements pressure drag because it is also the result of increased speed through the water. The pressure around the swimmer’s body increases as a result of different water velocities. The different water velocities interact with the swimmer’s body, creating waves and additional resistance. Although freestyle is the fastest swimming stroke, it also has the greatest amount of resistance. In a sport where a few hundredths of a second can mean the difference between first and last, swimmers have always taken steps to reduce the drag on their bodies. For example, as previously mentioned, swimmers will shave their entire bodies for major competitions. Removing hair actually significantly reduces the rate of velocity decay in underwater push-offs, diminishing active drag and decreasing expended energy.

The polyurethane suits, however, took these steps to reduce drag to another level. Polyurethane is a fabric which is flexible and contains closed cell foam material. Each micro closed cell is a pocket of gas which is less dense than water. Essentially, the polyurethane suits gave swimmers extra buoyancy, allowing the swimmer to float slightly higher in the water. Since water density is approximately 800 times greater than air’s, the higher a swimmer’s body rides in the water, the faster they will go. Even if the distance of one’s body out of the water is less than half a millimeter, the pressure against the head of the swimmer is diminished, and that is enough of an advantage to make the difference between winning and losing.
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Additionally, compression garments are responsible for a better blood flow, reducing blood lactate concentrations during physical activity. Better blood flow allows athletes to recover more quickly from fatigue.\textsuperscript{54} Thus, a suit made from a polyurethane material covering the entire body not only made competitive swimmers more buoyant, but also had a significant effect on their endurance during performance of repetitive movements.\textsuperscript{55} A study showed that following the introduction of full body swimsuits in 2000, the performance of men’s sprint freestyle increased between 0.9 and 1.4%. The same study showed that the Speedo LZR polyurethane panels increased performance by an additional 1.5-3.5%, and the use of full body polyurethane suits in 2009 further increased performance up to 5.5%.\textsuperscript{56}

B. Leveling the Playing Field: The Swimming Community’s Outcry

There were concerns that swimsuit technology was encroaching on the sport’s integrity as far back as 2000, the year when the first full-body suits were becoming popular. Before the high-technology swimsuits, swimming races were decided by the abilities of swimmers alone. As a result of the developed swimsuit technology, races could now be decided by swimming ability and equipment. Thus, there was a legitimate possibility that races could be won by the swimmer with the best performance-enhancing suit rather than the level of talent or amount of training.

Proponents of the suit pleaded that technological advancements are inherent in every sport, and that swimming was no different.\textsuperscript{57} After spending millions of dollars in research, swimsuit manufacturers claimed that banning the suits would stifle technical developments and innovation in swimming. They cited several types of technological advancements that the swimming community
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accepted, such as lane lines and goggles. The difference however, between those advancements and the high-technology suits, rested upon equal access and ethical considerations.

Items such as lane lines and goggles affect all competitors the same. In the past, when races were swum with lane lines that consisted of a wire cord with a cork, every swimmer constantly battled waves and turbulence, slowing each competitor down equally. Now, lane lines are composed of triple-stack large baffle plastic, almost eliminating turbulence altogether, but this is still a benefit available to every competitor in the pool. Likewise, goggles were initially introduced to alleviate the various forms of eye discomfort resulting from constant exposure to chlorine. However, goggles have changed very little over the years and by themselves, are not performance enhancing.

There was also a misplaced assumption that the technical suits could also be compared to other sports which relied upon equipment, such as cycling or rowing. Nonetheless, those sports are “conveyance” sports, meaning the final performance result is dependent upon the mechanical transformation of human energy into forward movement. Without a bicycle or racing shell, those sports would not exist. Conversely, swimming does not rely on equipment but rather can be conducted purely wherever there is water. Therefore, goggles and lane lines were neutral innovations, whereas the suits were performance enhancing.

A more reasonable analogy to the high-technology swimsuits can be found in the example of performance enhancing drugs. Like the suits, drugs alter the intrinsic and natural abilities of an athlete’s
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performance.\textsuperscript{64} Further and also similar to drugs, the suits were not available to everyone. Negating the moral and health implications of using drugs, the price of the suits was cost prohibitive. Without the standardization of racing suits, there was a large risk that competitors with access to this technology would have a performance advantage over others who could not afford the suits.\textsuperscript{65} It follows that the manufacturers of these suits intruded upon the honor and traditional concept of competitive swimming as being human ability against human ability.

Thus, the history of sports has shown that technical innovations usually have elevated the costs of participation. By introducing equipment that not only enhanced performance but spurred issues of accessibility, competitive swimming briefly lost touch with its core principles. As sport that relies upon training, dedication, and talent, allowing technologies that significantly influenced performance was contrary to the pure concept of swimming. Consequently, the swimming community looked to FINA to take action.

C. How did FINA Handle the Swimsuit Controversy?

In one word, poorly. Instead of addressing the issue and being proactive about the evolution of competitive equipment, FINA allowed the slippery slope to become steeper.

Following the December 2008 European Short Course Championships in Croatia, where 17 world records were broken, there was a general agreement within the swimming community that FINA needed to modify the rules surrounding high-technology swimsuits.\textsuperscript{66} In March 2009, FINA began to implement limits to high-technology swimsuit construction. Rather than banning the suits, FINA officials
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arranged for buoyancy tests on nearly 400 technical suit models. Of these 400 suits, 202 were approved for the 2009 World Championships in Rome. Following the publication of the FINA approved suit list, suit manufacturers were given time to adjust their various products which had not initially been cleared for use.

FINA stipulated after the buoyancy tests that swimsuits should not cover the neck, must not extend past the shoulders and ankles, and must comply with limitations for suits’ thickness and buoyancy. By not explicitly defining the rules regarding fabrics and materials, FINA opened the door for all competitive swimsuit manufacturers to continue to market and produce their enhancing products.

A few short months later, in June 2009, FINA retracted its initial ruling regarding high-technology swimsuit construction. Perhaps in fear of legal issues or for lack of regulation in the past, the net effect was that any suit of any material could be used at the 2009 World Championships in Rome. Following the competition in Rome, FINA reversed its position and banned the use of all “non-textile” materials from suits beginning January 10, 2010. The new rules stated that there would be limited material suit coverage of the body, from “the knees to navel for men” and “the knees to shoulder straps for women.”
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At the FINA congress, 168 nations voted in favor of the ban while only 6 nations opposed. This represented an overwhelming majority opinion that the sport had lost touch with its core foundation, racing based upon the physical performance of the athlete. Although the “playing field” was now level, a question remained for the manufacturers. After spending substantial amounts of money in research and development, could they be compensated for their losses after FINA restricted the sale of their products?


   **A. The Ted Stevens Sports Act and the Sherman Antitrust Act**

   Equipment regulations are created by each sport’s national governing body (NGB). Generally speaking, it is rare that manufacturers challenge these rules because either (1) the equipment being questioned has been used since the creation of the sport or (2) the usage of the particular equipment in question has a clear purpose. If, however, a manufacturer objects to a rule, one of the avenues by which they may seek relief is through the Sherman Antitrust Act.

   NGBs derive their authoritative power from the Ted Stevens Sports Act (Sports Act), which was codified in 1998 for the purposes of eliminating friction between competing governing bodies within a single sport to standardize the rules of each game. When sports equipment manufacturers disagree with a NGB policy, they may utilize the Sherman Antitrust Act, claiming that a certain rule or action prevents consumers from having free choice among market alternatives. A lawsuit involving Section
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one of the Sherman Antitrust Act occurs when a manufacturer alleges that a NGB combined or
conspired to restrain trade.\textsuperscript{79} Similarly, a lawsuit involving Section two occurs when a manufacturer
alleges that a NGB has combined to monopolize trade.\textsuperscript{80} In order to establish a claim against a NGB,
sports equipment manufacturers must identify a relevant geographic and product market in which the
NGB has power and has conspired to create an anticompetitive effect.\textsuperscript{81}

\textbf{B. Obstacles Facing Manufacturers}

Antitrust cases brought against NGBs involving a conspiracy or combinations to restrict trade
through equipment regulations have had an uphill battle. Courts generally defer to a league’s discretion
in the promulgation of its own rules.\textsuperscript{82} This is primarily due to the unique nature of sports and the need
for rules to establish standardized competition.\textsuperscript{83} Case law has established two main hurdles for sport
equipment manufacturers. First, courts require manufacturers to reach a high evidentiary threshold in
order to successfully plead conspiracy or combination.\textsuperscript{84} Second, the courts’ application of the “rule of
reason” standard when analyzing equipment disputes is a policy of strong deference to NGBs.\textsuperscript{85}

\textbf{i. The High Evidentiary Threshold}

In \textit{Brookins v. International Motor Contest Ass’n}, the International Motor Contest Association
(IMCA) amended its rules governing IMCA-sanctioned “modified class” auto races in a way that, at least
for a time, barred the use of two transmissions manufactured by the Brookins in that class of races.\textsuperscript{86}
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The Brookins had created a novel automatic transmission, named the “Ernie Glide.” Due to its unique design and considerable success, speculation arose among drivers and two competing transmission manufacturers as to whether the Ernie Glide complied with IMCA’s rule governing modified car transmissions. Before the start of the 1995 racing season, IMCA officials concluded that the Ernie Glide met the text but not the intent of the existing rule. Consequently, Brookins began to develop a modified Ernie Glide, called the “Ernie Slide”. Unfortunately, despite being assured that the Ernie Slide complied within the amended regulations, the IMCA further amended the rules to ban the use of either the Ernie Glide or Ernie Slide.

The Eighth Circuit court of appeals upheld the district court’s decision that the Brookins had failed to meet the threshold of showing injury to competition. Rather, they stated that the exclusion of a manufacturer’s automatic transmissions in racing vehicles was the incidental result of the NGB’s actions in defining the rules of the game, and thus did not constitute a naked restraint having actual effect on competition. The court further noted that even though the IMCA defines the rules for modified car racing, Brookins did not establish market power on part of the NGB to show an impresible restraint of trade.

Similarly, in Warrior Sports, Inc. v. National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), Warrior Sports brought suit against the NCAA after the NCAA modified their rules rendering all Warrior lacrosse sticks obsolete. Before 2006, the NCAA had used the same rules regarding the allowable dimensions of lacrosse stick heads for more than 30 years. As the sport evolved, lacrosse stick manufacturers began designing their equipment to have narrower stick head dimensions, which made it more difficult
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for lacrosse defenders to dislodge the ball. In response to these stick developments, the NCAA required manufacturers to submit their equipment to the NCAA to obtain confirmation that their product complied with NCAA lacrosse rules. After the NCAA adopted its rule changes in 2007, Warrior was asked whether it would be willing to license its intellectual property rights to other lacrosse manufacturers. Warrior refused, and the NCAA submitted new rules in 2008 which made the warrior lacrosse stick head ineligible for use during competition.

The court dismissed Warrior’s complaint against the NCAA despite what seemed like specific evidence of motive for conspiracy to injure the company and restrict trade. The court stated that the NCAA’s rule regarding the type of lacrosse equipment that may be used during play is not “commercial in nature.” Rather, the rule had a noncommercial purpose: to promote free dislodgment of the ball. In both Brookins and Warrior, it seems more probable than not that the courts overlooked the NGBs financial incentives to conspire and regulate equipment.

ii. Application of the “Rule of Reason”

The rule of reason, which was applied in Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey v. United States, provides that only combinations and contracts unreasonably restraining trade are subject to antitrust provisions. Based upon a plaintiff’s argument, courts will first consider whether the restraint of trade warrants a per se violation because it is blatantly against public policy. After dismissing a per se violation, courts use the rule of reason to weigh the procompetitive and anticompetitive effects to
determine whether the net result would be an unfair restraint of trade under the Sherman Act. As one of the default tests for analyzing equipment restrictions, lawsuits involving professional sports are unique under this provision because a court has a high degree of independence to determine whether the reason behind a restrictive rule is valid. This has proven to be problematic because although some practices by NGBs may be unreasonable and subsequently unlawful, the “conspirators” could argue with almost any justification that they have not restrained trade. This rationale combined with the court’s hesitancy to interfere with NBG policies puts sports equipment manufacturers at a disadvantage.

Court’s applications of the rule of reason have significantly affected the sport of golf. In Weight-Rite Golf Corp. v. U.S. Golf Ass’n, a court upheld as a reasonable decision of the United States Golf Association (USGA) prohibiting golf shoes that contained a wedge in the sole which helped distribute the golfer’s weight so as to resist the tendency to push away from the ball during the swing. The court stated “evidence that a single competitor has been removed from a relevant product market, in and of itself, is insufficient to establish a violation of the rule of reason.” Critics of that decision argue exactly the opposite. Elimination of the only producer of a differentiated product that cannot be duplicated by other suppliers does establish an anticompetitive effect sufficient to satisfy the rule of reason.

Likewise, in Windage v. United States Golf Association, the equipment in that case involved a product named the Windage device. It was a small, golf-ball-shaped plastic container with talc powder inside. A golfer could gauge wind direction by squeezing the Windage device to release a puff of talc
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powder into the air.\textsuperscript{109} The purpose of the device allowed golfers to assess wind conditions without having to bend over to pluck grass to toss into the air.\textsuperscript{110} However, the USGA determined that the Windage device did not conform to the rules of golf, stating it was “an artificial device for the purpose of gauging or measuring conditions that might affect play.”\textsuperscript{111} The Eight Circuit noted “So long as [the USGA] made game-defining rules decision based upon its purposes as a sports organization, an antitrust court need not be concerned with the rationality or fairness of those decisions.”\textsuperscript{112}

Thus, it would seem that sports equipment manufacturers have a heavy burden when bringing lawsuits against NGBs. With respect to swimming, as a sport which does not completely depend upon equipment, these burdens are even greater. Despite these inherent disadvantages however, the swimsuit manufacturer TYR filed suit against Warnaco, Inc, USA swimming and Speedo for violations of the Sherman Act in 2009.

4. Antitrust Law in Competitive Swimming: How TYR Found a Silver Lining in Their Failed Lawsuit

A. TYR Sport Inc. v. Warnaco Swimwear Inc. 2009: A Short Lived Victory

In 2008, TYR filed suit against Warnaco, Inc.(Speedo), U.S.A. Swimming, and Erik Vendt.\textsuperscript{113} To clarify, per the Sports Act previously discussed, the United States Olympic Committee recognizes U.S.A. Swimming as the national governing body of the sport of swimming.\textsuperscript{114} In its complaint, TYR alleged that U.S.A. Swimming combined with Speedo in order to coerce National and Olympic team swimmers to exclusively wear Speedo’s LZR, a violation of Sections One and Two of the Sherman Antitrust Act.\textsuperscript{115} At
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the time this complaint was filed, SpeedoUSA had maintained exclusive technical equipment sponsorship with U.S.A. Swimming for more than 25 years.\(^\text{116}\)

Specifically, TYR alleged that the exclusive sponsorship agreement between U.S.A. Swimming and Speedo made U.S.A. Swimming a *de facto* sales agent for Speedo.\(^\text{117}\) They further argued that in exchange for payments from Speedo, U.S.A. Swimming agreed to act as a promoter for Speedo and to make false statements that Speedo’s products were “superior” and that its rivals’ products were “inferior.”\(^\text{118}\) In support of these accusations, TYR cited several statements made by the national and Olympic team head coach and hired spokesperson Mark Schuber.\(^\text{119}\) They further cited U.S.A. Swimming’s repeated refusal to allow Speedo’s competitors the ability to advertise in the official NGB publication (Splash Magazine), and to sponsor U.S.A. Swimming-sanctioned meets.\(^\text{120}\)

The court first rejected both Speedo and U.S.A. Swimming’s motions to dismiss, and held that TYR had successfully identified a relevant product and geographic market.\(^\text{121}\) The court further held that the combination of both U.S.A. Swimming and Speedo established a significant power within the market to have an anticompetitive effect on trade.\(^\text{122}\) In so holding, the court focused on the nature of Speedo and U.S.A. Swimming’s actions within their exclusive sponsorship and the alleged unlawful use of that
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\(^{119}\) TYR’s complaint included the following statements:

1. I would strongly advise them to wear the [Speedo] at trials, or they may end up at home watching [the Olympics] on NBC. (statement by Mark Schubert)

2. Schubert has gone so far as to suggest that he will use his authority as Head Coach to mandate use of SPEEDO equipment. He was reported as stating that he will tell his team to wear Speedo at the U.S. Trials.

3. Some athletes (including Defendant VENDT) have followed through on SCHUBERT’s recommendation that they breach contracts with their equipment providers in order to avoid ‘staying home’ during the Olympic Games
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authority. The judge reasoned that U.S.A. Swimming had motive to affect the market without being a direct market participant because U.S.A. Swimming’s financial incentive to combine with Speedo in an anticompetitive scheme was a result of Speedo’s substantial financial contributions. In support of the de facto coercion, the court stated that the co-defendant Erik Vendt, who breached his contract with TYR in order to wear the LZR, was a credible example of Speedo and U.S.A. Swimming’s influence on elite competitors. In recognition of the high threshold that a plaintiff must overcome to show that speech rises to the level of an antitrust violation, a second round of briefing was requested by the court.

The initial holding was significant for sports equipment manufacturers. Primarily, the holding significantly increased the potential for NGB antitrust liability because it refused to acknowledge that NGBs were given implied immunity. Second, the holding recognized that NGBs could have a financial interest in promulgating certain rules, even if the NGB was not a direct market participant. Despite this decision however, TYR’s victory would not stand for long.

B. TYR Sport Inc. v. Warnaco Swimwear Inc. 2010: The Reversal

A year later, litigation continued after motions from both sides were granted and denied. This time around, TYR was not as successful as they were in their initial victory. The court granted summary judgment in favor of the defendant’s against TYR’s claim of antitrust liability. The judge held that the statements made by Mark Schubert indicating that coaches should advise their athletes that if they
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wanted to compete at the highest level they should wear Speedo equipment, was classic puffery and not actionable under antitrust laws.\textsuperscript{129}

The court reasoned that Schubert’s statements to a reporter promoting the benefits of the Speedo LZR were clearly exaggerated advertising, blustering, and boasting upon which no reasonable buyer would rely. Despite Schubert explicitly stating other products were inferior, the court said that his pro-Speedo statements were general statements which contained nothing about the specific attributes of the swimsuit.\textsuperscript{130} Further and perhaps more surprising, the court found that the statements, when read in full context and not as carefully plucked snippets, reflected a desire for more competition in swimsuit technology, which Schubert hoped would prolong the careers of swimmers.\textsuperscript{131} Finally, the court noted that although there existed a relevant product and geographic market, TYR failed to present evidence of the sales or market shares of any of the competitors.\textsuperscript{132} Thus, the court was unable to determine whether TYR’s lost sales were picked up by new entrants or whether Speedo actually lost overall market share to new entrants at any time during the relevant period.

Ultimately, TYR lost its suit because they could not provide evidence from which a reasonable jury could infer a significant and enduring adverse impact on competition. It was clear that the exclusive sponsorship agreement between Speedo and U.S.A. Swimming had some sort of effect on the market for high-technology swimsuits, but there was no way to confirm such an allegation. Fortunately for TYR, although they lost their legal battle, they would eventually get what they wanted anyway, the discontinuation of the exclusive sponsorship agreement between Speedo and U.S.A. Swimming.

\section*{C. The Silver Lining: USA Swimming Ends SpeedoUSA’s Exclusive Sponsorship}
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In a losing statement to the press on May 3rd, 2010, TYR made the following comment: “While we disagree with the Court’s conclusion that the wrongful acts did not have a sustained impact on the market, it is optimistic that bringing attention to the conduct (referencing U.S.A. Swimming and Speedo’s exclusive agreement) will contribute to greater transparency within U.S.A. Swimming and will bring about fundamental change to the benefit of the sport.”

TYR’s foreshadowing came to fruition, and on December 3rd, 2012, SpeedoUSA and U.S.A. Swimming signed a new sponsorship agreement that expires in 2020. The new agreement states that SpeedoUSA will still be the official sponsor of U.S.A. Swimming, but SpeedoUSA will no longer have exclusive rights in the area of technical equipment.

When asked about the TYR lawsuit and whether or not it affected U.S.A. Swimming’s decision to opening up the market, U.S.A. Swimming’s Chief Marketing Officer Matt Farrell said, “The TYR lawsuit was not a factor. We did it now because we looked at the success of the trials from an attendance and T.V. ratings perspective, exposure from the Olympic games (London), and the growth of our membership...That motivated us to open the market. The sport is in a different era now, especially from a star and television perspective.”

The non-exclusive base sponsorships expressed in the new agreements include advertising in U.S.A. Swimming’s official NGB publication, website, webcast, televised events, and retail vending at competitions. In the weeks following the new sponsorship packages, U.S.A. Swimming announced that starting January 1st, 2013, the swimsuit manufacturer Arena would replace Speedo as the National
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Team’s new exclusive apparel brand sponsor.\textsuperscript{138} Arena will now officially sponsor U.S.A. Swimming’s Grand Prix Circuit and will have worldwide merchandising rights for the U.S.A. Swimming Brand.\textsuperscript{139}

5. Conclusion

The sport of competitive swimming has changed substantially. From technique dictated by etiquette to high-technology fabrics and fingernail finishes, competitive swimming has and will continue to evolve. Although TYR’s lawsuit failed, and U.S.A. Swimming denies that the lawsuit had any impact on their decision to end their exclusive agreement with Speedo, it is clear that eyes were opened within the swimming community. Now more than ever there exists competition within the swimming marketplace which will foster product competition, promote free trade and provide a variety of means to satisfy the elite swimmer’s perpetual passion to swim faster than they ever have before.
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